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### I. INTRODUCTION

Open source is an alternative to proprietary approaches to marketing software. Open source projects challenge aspects of organizational and societal thinking about work and software development as a result of their varied but distinctive philosophies about intellectual property. As a phenomenon that bridges the technical and the human, open source is a topic of interest to MIS scholars. Although this paper is aimed at MIS researchers, open source is a broad domain of study of interest to researchers in many academic disciplines. Existing research is published in areas as diverse as software engineering, sociology, economics, and public policy.
The goal of this paper is to suggest theoretical approaches drawn from management, behavioral sciences, and economics that apply to MIS research and that offer the opportunity to extend knowledge and principles to open source software development and use. Application of theoretical perspectives can:

- illuminate ways of thinking about open source software within MIS;
- illustrate areas where open source represents an example of general MIS principles and where it is a distinct study domain; and
- create the opportunity to test prevailing theory for its applicability to open source software development and use.

WHAT IS OPEN SOURCE?1

The central tenet of open source software is that the source code is available for anyone who wants to use or modify it. Beyond that broad definition, a continuum of “openness” exists. Variations in licensing agreements define categories with differing levels of restrictiveness on the use of “open source” software.

The classic scenario for open source software occurs when an individual wants others to share in a relatively large project (more than the individual wants to do alone) primarily because the individual wants to use the software created. The individual posts the project to a website and asks for contributions. If interest is sufficient, a core group of programmers and designers begins serious volunteer work to develop the software. A larger group reviews the output, adding significant patches, and a still larger group tests and finds weaknesses in the software that need repair [Mockus, et al., 2002]. For highly successful projects, such as GNU/Linux, Apache, and Mozilla, the stable software created is released to literally millions of users.

Particular social structures, including communities and a volunteer workforce, are generally viewed as part of open source software; however, the specific nature of

---

1 This section is identical to the same section in the companion paper [Niederman et al. 2006].
the communities and work arrangements show more variation than the stereotypical image would suggest. Krishnamurthy [2002], for example, shows that in the majority of cases open source code was developed and continues to be managed by only a few or even a single developer.

More and more traditional proprietary software companies are releasing (fully or selectively) the source code for otherwise commercial products. Microsoft, for example, reportedly released source code for selected products to selected customers [Cukier, 2005]. However, the consensus among researchers seems to be to use the Open Source Initiative (OSI) [OSI, 2006] definition\(^2\). This definition effectively means that any software distributed under an OSI approved license is ‘open source’ and anything distributed under a non-OSI approved license is not open source. This definition would, for example, exclude Microsoft’s shared source initiative from being considered a form of open source.

The term “free software” [Free Software Foundation, 2006] is frequently used in addition to “open source”. The emphasis of the Free Software Foundation is on preserving a range of freedoms for the acquisition, use, distribution, and modification of software beyond simply allowing for direct access to source code.

In this paper, we use the term open source to include both philosophical positions.

**RELATION TO RESEARCH AGENDA PAPER**

This paper discusses MIS theories applicable in open source environments. It proposes that theories described here can be used as a basis for generating individual research projects and as a part of research streams. In a companion paper [Niederman, et al. 2006] which immediately precedes this paper, we discuss a five level research agenda for the study of open source. Readers are

\(^2\) OSI defines open source on its website as: When programmers can read, redistribute, and modify the source code for a piece of software, the software evolves. People improve it, people adapt it, people fix bugs. And this can happen at a speed that, if one is used to the slow pace of conventional software development, seems astonishing [OSI, 2006].
urged to read both papers to obtain a fuller understanding of the open source research proposed.

ORGANIZATION OF THIS PAPER

In Section II we present seven theories that we believe illuminate open source: adaptive structuration theory, agency theory, complexity theory, diffusion theory, game theory, social network theory, and transaction cost theory. For each theory we discuss how the theory is used in MIS and who it can be adapted to studying open source. We present the conclusions and the limitations of this paper in Section III.

II. THEORY BASES

This section presents the seven theories used in MIS that we believe illuminate open source. The discussion is intended to illustrate the potential value of introducing referent discipline theory to issues within open source. These seven theories were selected based on their potential for examining open source issues and their existing base of application within the MIS literature. These theories were also selected to acknowledge the variation in the type of MIS research that they target. We aimed for an array of theories, while retaining a manageable number. For each theory, we:

- briefly discuss the theory in general;
- address observations of research in which it is already applied;
- describe how it might be used in open source research; and
- suggest how it might be extended to additional areas within open source research.

Examples are selected from relatively recent publications with the expectation that their lists of references will guide researchers to more comprehensive listings of MIS research based upon these particular theories. Examples are also selected to show the diversity in application of these theories in the literature.
Because research questions posed in the examples are sometimes implicit, the questions were rephrased in the context of the present study.

Table 1 lists the basic concepts of the seven theories chosen.

Table 1. Seven Referent Discipline Theories Used in MIS Research.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Theory</th>
<th>Basic Concept</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1 Adaptive structuration theory</td>
<td>Actors create and are constrained by social structures that can be represented as rules or norms. This provides a lens for viewing the interaction of developers, users, and technology as it is put into practice.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2 Agency theory</td>
<td>When organizations employ agents to represent them, there is always a gap of some degree between the goals of the organization and agent. Minimizing these gaps represents an opportunity and cost to organizations.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3 Complexity theory</td>
<td>As systems grow more complex, they are likely to be explained through concepts such as decomposition, feedback loops, and non-linear relationships</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4 Diffusion theory</td>
<td>New technologies spread in their adoption according to patterns that frequently resemble S-shaped curves; there are communication oriented factors that influence the rapidity and pattern of such diffusion</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5 Game theory</td>
<td>In a transactional situation two or more &quot;players&quot; making moves will resolve into patterns suggesting best moves. When such situations are observed in practice, the best moves of the game can inform the actors in practice</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6 Social network Theory</td>
<td>The positioning of an element within a network contributes to its value and to the kind of messages which pass through it between other network members</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7 Transaction cost theory</td>
<td>Transactions themselves have a cost. The nature of the transaction will affect whether organizations will more likely want to conduct the transaction on the market or internally (through a hierarchy).</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**ADAPTIVE STRUCURATION THEORY**

Adaptive structuration theory explains how social structures interact with technology in an adaptive fashion [DeSanctis and Poole, 1994]. An important consideration when this theory is applied to the introduction of a new technology into a social system is how the intentions of the designers are related to the actual manner of use. If the actual use is consistent with or faithful to the designer's intention, then the outcomes should match those intended by the designers. Both diversions from and adherence to the intentions of the designer in using the systems affect people's norms and assumptions, and thus influence future system use.
Table 2 compares and contrasts MIS and open systems use of adaptive structuration theory.\(^3\)

### Table 2. Adaptive Structuration Theory in MIS and Open Source.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>What Research Questions are Addressed by these Theories in Previous MIS Research?</th>
<th>Examples of Use in MIS Research</th>
<th>What Research Questions for OS Research are we Suggesting?</th>
<th>Example of OS Research</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Does the fit between the task and GSS structures affect GSS use?</td>
<td>Dennis, Wixom, &amp; Vandenberg, [2001]</td>
<td>How do the types of appropriation support affect the use of open source software (Are these different from the relationship of support and use for proprietary software?)</td>
<td>No observed instances</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Do the specific types of appropriation support affect GSS use?</td>
<td>Orlikowski, W. J., [2000]</td>
<td>How do established patterns of enactment (e.g. team focused versus individualistic versus hierarchical) affect the likelihood that a particular end user company will select and adopt open source software?</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>What are the types of enactment by which people create structures of social practice in the &quot;ongoing use and change of technologies in the workplace&quot;?</td>
<td></td>
<td>How does the use of open source rather than proprietary software change the personnel, design, and activities of an MIS department among end user firms?</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>How do the intentions of the designers of open source software differ from the intentions of proprietary software designers? In turn, how does that difference affect the culture, activities, and outcomes among software users?</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

GSS = group support systems

### Application of Adaptive Structuration Theory in MIS Research

Adaptive structuration theory has been applied in two major ways in MIS research. The first is a significant stream of Group Support Systems (GSS) research. DeSanctis and Poole (1994) proposed a detailed model for using a

\(^3\) Note that open source is abbreviated OS in this table and in subsequent tables.
structurational framework for conceptualizing variables in explaining inputs, processes, and outputs about applying information technology to support group decision meetings. The structurational framework adds a dynamic feedback loop component to the description of issues involving the adjustment of groups to new technology and changes in technology that affect group processes. For the most part GSS research was not intended to test the structurational framework. In a larger sense, the structuration approach is not intended as a testable theory [Poole and DeSanctis, 2004], but rather to provide a conceptualization within which particular variables would be defined, measured, and tested. Dennis et al. [2001] exemplifies the evolving sophistication with which the structurational approach is applied in GSS research.

The second major approach to structuration focuses on organizational change. Orlikowski [2000] observed a range of mechanisms by which people enact particular use and change of technology in organizations. Broad categories would include inertia, change, and application. These categories are further distinguished by interest in using the technology. They result in differences in interpretive, technical, and institutional conditions and in process, technology, and structural consequences.

Adaptive Structuration Theory in Open Source Research

No examples of the use of adaptive structuration theory were found in the existing open source literature.

Extending Adaptive Structuration Theory to Additional Areas within Open Source Research

A major theme in the original formulation of adaptive structuration theory by DeSanctis and Poole (1994) pertains to the tension between intentions of designers and system users. They called large differences in these intentions low faithfulness and small differences high degree of faithfulness. Such a concept can be used to test whether there is a difference in intention of open source artifact designers and proprietary open source artifact designers. If such a
difference is found, what is its nature, how strong is it and does it make a
difference in the nature or quality of the artifact? Does it make a difference in the
experience of the artifact from the user's point of view?

On the one hand, it can be argued that at least among individuals playing both
designer and user roles (e.g. core community members) there should be little
difference between designer intentions and actual appropriation patterns.
Members of an open source community have no reason to appropriate the
system unfaithfully. On the other hand, it is an open question whether members
of the community would differ in their intentions from users in the broader
community. For example, volunteer developers may find little incentive to
develop useful documentation and may, therefore, either try to develop "self-
documenting" software or simply release software with no documentation and "let
the user beware".

From the perspective of organizational change, adaptive structuration theory
raises questions about the effects (if any) that the open source philosophy may
have on its organizational adoption. At the operating system level open source
versus proprietary artifacts may result in no noticeable difference on
organizations. However, strong distinctions could exist at the enterprise level
where, even if only to stay abreast of version changes, there may be explicit or
implicit requirements to participate in an open source community. In terms of
Orlikowski’s [2000] work, do organizations with stronger or weaker commitment
to specific types of enactment react differently to open source in contrast to
proprietary software, and, if so, are the differences significant and what is their
nature?

Another application of adaptive structuration theory would be to consider the
adoption of both technical (e.g. development tools and version control tools) and
social structures within communities. In other words, how does the introduction
of new social structure such as mixed professional and volunteer labor affect the
norms and values of the community? Madanmohan and Krishnamurthy [2005]
discuss the importance for commercial firms of working within open system
community norms. They discuss this problem in terms of "legitimating" projects, or providing motivation for the community value of the project and of the processes and roles to be played. Given that in the typical community developers use only computer-mediated relationships and may never meet face-to-face, structuration theory may provide useful insight into the evolution of communities and points of change. Although the interaction of the work group has been studied somewhat in open source, the impact in an adaptive structuration context of this topic has not been studied at all.

**AGENCY THEORY**

Agency theory deals with the contractual relationship between a principal and agent whose goals and attitudes toward risk differ [Eisenhardt, 1989]. Since agency theory assumes that both parties are goal maximizers, the agent does not always act in the principal's best interest [Jensen and Meckling, 1976]. The focus of agency theory is thus to determine the most efficient contract governing the principal-agent relationship to make sure that the agent fulfills the principal's interest [Jensen and Meckling, 1976]. The basic human assumptions of agency theory are bounded rationality, self-interest toward fulfilling goals, and different level of risk aversion [Eisenhardt, 1989]. Contracts between principal and agent involve delegation of decision making responsibilities to the agent so that the agent can make decisions which may not be completely known to the principal. If the principal does not have complete information about the behavior of the agent, the agent may capitalize by behaving opportunistically to maximize his goals. The two main problems related to bounded rationality are moral hazard (i.e., agent is shirking) and adverse selection (i.e., the principal misinterprets the abilities of the agent). Risk aversion, (i.e., principal and agent may differ about how much risk to take) can lead to decisions that are not in the principal's best interest. The principal will therefore make efforts to deploy mechanisms to ensure that the agent behaves in the principal's best interest. Such efforts include monitoring of the agent, providing incentives to the agents, and requesting guarantees from the agent if a contract goal is not fulfilled. The two
basic control options available to the principal are behavior-based contracts (e.g., salaries, efficient if principal is able to monitor the agent; hierarchical governance) and outcome-based contracts (i.e., provide incentives through e.g., stock options; market governance) [Eisenhardt, 1989].

**Application of Agency Theory in MIS Research**

Two very different studies are described to provide a flavor of the different types of application of agency theory in MIS research.

1. In the knowledge management MIS literature, agency costs were acknowledged in the organizational knowledge creation process [Chen and Edgington, 2005] in employee contracts. This particular knowledge management study was performed using simulations.

2. In a different type of study involving subsidiaries, the argument is made that there is an influence of organizational characteristics on agency costs in subsidiary situations [Mirchandani and Lederer, 2004]. In this case, the agent is the subsidiary and the principal is the parent firm. IS planning is studied in terms of agency theory [Mirchandani and Lederer, 2004] because IS planning is an example of a decision making that a parent (principal) may or may not delegate to the subsidiary (agent). The methodology for the subsidiary study was a field survey.

As can be seen from these two examples, agency theory is applied in MIS research to quite different problems.

**Agency Theory in Open Source Research**

No examples of the use of agency theory were found in the existing open source literature.

**Extending Agency Theory to Open Source**

Agency theory applied to open source is important because the motivation of the agent is in question. Agency theory is built around differing goals of the principal and the agent. In an open source community, the principal might be defined as
the developers, or in some cases, an organization sponsoring open source development might be considered the principal. The agents would be the managers trying to control the development process or the developers. It is clear that there would be a conflict of goals; but it is not clear what would be the goals of the principal and agent. Research should explore these relationships.

Application of agency theory to open source requires first addressing three basic problems:

- Do the human and organizational assumptions of agency theory (i.e., self-interest, risk aversion, bounded rationality, goal conflict, efficiency, and information asymmetry) apply to open source relationships? One might argue that the voluntary and altruistic nature of open source communities does not match the self-interest assumption. However, open source literature shows that interests of contributors differ widely from reputation building to career concerns to purely monetary motivations [Hars and Ou, 2002; Lakhani and Wolf, 2003]. Thus, self-interest and goal conflicts are likely to occur.

- What are the principal-agent relationships in open source ecosystems? Relationships encompass those among developers, between adopting user (principal) and developer (agent), and between adopting firm (principal) and project/vendor/community (agent). Open source communities are embedded in a large ecosystem with many different entities such as professional open source companies, vendors, and consultants. These actors need to be taken into consideration.

- Do open source relationships mirror a contractual relationship between a principal and agent? If no contractual or pseudo-contractual relationship can be assumed, then agency theory cannot be applied since the principal cannot influence the agent.
Table 3 describes agency theory in MIS and open source.

### Table 3. Agency Theory in MIS and Open Source

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>What Research Questions are Addressed by these Theories in Previous MIS Research?</th>
<th>Examples of Use in MIS Research</th>
<th>What Research Questions for OS Research are we Suggesting?</th>
<th>Example of OS Research</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>How do we strategically assess knowledge creation over time giving consideration to complex decision criteria in order to improve organizational value?</td>
<td>Chen and Edgington, 2005 Mirchandani &amp; Lederer, 2004</td>
<td>Do the human and organizational assumptions of agency theory (i.e., self-interest, risk aversion, bounded rationality, goal conflict, efficiency, and information asymmetry) apply to open source relationships? What are the possible and interesting principal-agent relationships in open source ecosystems? Do OS relationships mirror a contractual relationship between a principal and agent? What are the characteristics of the principal-agent relationship (e.g., transaction relationships, collaboration relationships, co-development relationships) and what problems may arise by these distinct characteristics? What are monitoring, incentive, and bonding mechanisms to mitigate the principal-agency problems? How do they differ from traditional mechanisms? What business models develop through problems that arise through the principal-agent relationship?</td>
<td>No observed instances</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

After a solid case for these three basic questions is established, application of agency theory to open source can begin. One application would be to use agency theory as a lens for determining characteristics of the principal-agent relationship for open source (e.g., transaction relationships, collaboration relationships, co-development relationships). Defining these characteristics enables exploring agency problems that might arise.
Another application of agency theory includes explicating the monitoring, incentive, and bonding mechanisms in the principal-agent relationship. These mechanisms may differ from traditional mechanisms since many participants in an open source project are not paid. Therefore, maximizing salary is not an agent motivation in many cases. Likewise, maximizing profits may not be the principal’s motivation. However, even if maximizing profits is the principal’s motivation, the mechanisms through which profits are maximized are different for open source organizations. For example, an open source organization may sell consulting services that customize software for clients. In this case, the principal is not incentivized to build comprehensive software. However, the developers (agents) may see comprehensive software as the best goal for their efforts. In this case, what incentives would mitigate this agency problem?

Along the same lines, different business models are used in the open source industry. HP and IBM, for example, participate in open source communities such as Linux and Apache in order to increase their influence on project directions. Professional open source companies offer their customers written contracts and guarantees to help to reduce the uncertainty around open source. Do these business models serve to mitigate the principal-agent relationship?

**COMPLEXITY THEORY**

Complexity theory applies to dynamic systems, capable of changing over time, and the predictability of their behavior [Rosenhead, 2005]. Some systems are stable in that given specified inputs, predictable outputs are created. However, other systems are dynamic in that outputs cannot be predicted reliably from inputs due to internal positive and negative feedback loops, strong influence of initial states, and the interaction of potentially uncountable numbers of different inputs with multiple values. Applied to management, this theory would challenge ordinary views of rational behavior and systematic cycles of planning and action taking, suggesting a more experimental learning approach particularly in highly turbulent industries or times. In developing a significant grounded theory approach to management during times of constant change, Brown and
Eisenhardt [1997] presented three themes for distinguishing high from low levels of management success:

1. examining multiple new initiatives, assigning clear responsibilities, and extensive communication;
2. using low-cost probes into the future such as experimental products, futurists, and strategic partnerships, and
3. linking future and past actions through carefully timed transitions [Brown and Eisenhardt, 1997].

These findings broke ranks substantially with earlier management thinking. The researchers proposed that their observations were more consistent with complexity theory than with other possible theoretical explanations. Table 4 shows the role of complexity theory in IS and open source.

Table 4. Complexity Theory in MIS and Open Source

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>What Research Questions are Addressed by these Theories in Previous MIS Research?</th>
<th>Examples of Use in MIS Research</th>
<th>What Research Questions for OS Research are we Suggesting?</th>
<th>Example of OS Research</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>How can the difficulties of maintenance and cost that follow from complexity of large information systems be minimized?</td>
<td>Sarkar &amp; Ramaswamy, 2000 Schneberger, S., McLean, E., 2003</td>
<td>Can complexity theory help explain variance in open source and proprietary software artifacts? Can complexity theory help explain the characteristics of open source communities and heir relationship to specific artifact characteristics?</td>
<td>No observed instances</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>How can organizations find the balance minimizing complexity at the system level and the component levels?</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Application of Complexity Theory in MIS Research

Complexity theory has been used in MIS to show the value of partitioning large systems to create and evaluate them more effectively (Sarkar and Ramaswamy, Communications of AIS, Volume 19 Article 8 Research Agenda for Studying Open Source II: View Through the Lens of Referent Discipline Theories by F. Niederman, A. Davis, M.E. Greiner, D. Wynn, and P.T. York)
However a more nuanced view holds that complexity potentially exists at the system level and at the level of each component (Schneberger and McLean, 2003). As personal computers assumed increasingly large roles in organizations, the complexity of computing declined relative to centralized mainframe processing, but as PCs became networked, the system complexity increased. A reasonable goal would be to seek the equilibrium point where the complexity of the whole system, and its components, are allocated to the maximum benefit.

**Complexity Theory in Open Source Research**

No examples of the use of complexity theory were found in the existing open source literature.

**Extending Complexity Theory to Open Source**

One application of complexity theory to open source research involves considering the complexity of artifacts themselves. To the extent that increased complexity makes maintenance more complex and, therefore, more costly, less complex software is preferable, assuming all else (functionality, throughput, and flexibility) is equal. The interaction of community development methods may increase artifact complexity. Rather than emphasizing methodical planning and step-by-step movement from one phase to another in the development process, (represented at the inflexible extreme by the traditional waterfall model) complexity theory would suggest structures typically found in open source projects.

Another application of complexity theory is the study of the organizational structure of open source communities themselves. Consistent with the Brown and Eisenhardt's [1999] description that successful managers within organizations face high levels of turbulence, the typical open source project relies little on formal planning, but greatly on responsibilities and high levels of communication. The actions of teams, projects, and communities may function in accord with complexity theory by displaying both positive and negative...
feedback loops (e.g. as work becomes more concentrated among fewer people, remaining workers will tend to leave, with the result that work becomes even more concentrated among even fewer people). Identification of specific positive and negative feedback loops that occur frequently in open source development communities can provide important information for those leading or participating in such communities.

**DIFFUSION THEORY**

As defined by Rogers [1995], innovation is communicated through particular channels over time among the members of a social system. The newness of the idea being communicated is the defining characteristic around which this body of research was formed. As the rate and extent of new technologies and processes continues to increase, the classic diffusion model proved to be a useful descriptive and diagnostic tool for researchers. The basic components of the classic model include:

- the innovation itself,
- the characteristics and roles of adopters,
- the process through which they attempt to adopt the innovation,
- the social context, and
- the communication channels through which the innovation is passed.

Research across many disciplines has been classified into eight basic types of innovation research [Rogers, 1995]. The most common type employs the innovativeness of members of a social system as a dependent variable and their characteristics as independent variables.

**Diffusion Theory in MIS Research**

Diffusion research within the MIS domain historically focused on the impact of the specific attributes of a given innovation on the rate at which that innovation is adopted for use by organizations. The five basic attributes of an innovation are:
complexity, compatibility, relative advantage, observability, and trialability [Rogers, 1995].

Over time, many researchers proposed additional attributes in the study of technology diffusion [Downs and Mohr, 1976; Tornatzky and Klein, 1982], including critical mass, cost, and social approval. MIS research typically revolved around relative advantage, compatibility, trialability, ease of use, image, visibility, and result demonstrability.

The classical diffusion model focuses on identifying variables that serve as precursors to successful adoptions. As such, the theory appears to apply more readily to discrete, straightforward technologies than to ones that involve linked adoption decisions and complex organizational contexts [Fichman, 2000]. A wider range of factors have been investigated across a number of studies in IT, including the organization-innovation fit, firm, and IS unit characteristics, and the actions of institutions seeking to propagate the innovation [Fichman, 2000]. Table 5 shows the role of diffusion theory in MIS and open source.

**Diffusion Theory in Open Source Research**

Within open source research, we found no studies derived from the classical diffusion literature. Instead, the focus of innovation research is largely based on the communication network and social structures within open source communities. Unlike most conventional software, the communication of innovations and ideas in open source software is often bottom-up from users to developers as opposed to the more typical top-down approach [von Hippel, 2001; Franke and Shah, 2003]. The community that evolves around an open source

---

4 In some research it is assumed that adoption is, by its nature, a measure of success.
product is often the primary source of innovation, especially where the users of
the product become involved as co-developers [Raymond, 1998]. Other research
papers discuss the critical mass in users/developers required for open source
software diffusion [Bonaccorsi and Rossi, 2003; von Hippel and von Krogh,
2003], organizational adoption factors [Wang and Wang, 2001; Dedrick and
West, 2003], and the roles of individuals in the innovation process [Ye, Kishida et
al., 2002; von Krogh, Spaeth et al., 2003].

Table 5. Diffusion Theory in MIS and Open Source

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>What Research Questions are Addressed by these Theories in Previous MIS Research?</th>
<th>Examples of Use in MIS Research</th>
<th>What Research Questions for OS Research are we Suggesting?</th>
<th>Example of OS Research</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>At what rate do new technologies diffuse among user?</td>
<td>Karahanna, Straub, and Chervany, 1999</td>
<td>Are there differences in the rate or influences on diffusion of OS versus proprietary SW?</td>
<td>No observed instances</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>What are the characteristics of users that facilitate adoption?</td>
<td>Fichman, 2004</td>
<td>Does OS introduce new factors influencing diffusion of SW?</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>What are the characteristics of technologies that facilitate adoption?</td>
<td>Hardgrave, Davis, and Riemenschneider, 2003</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>What are the technical and organizational factors that influence innovation?</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

A number of papers address a different, more technical set of requirements for
the adoption of open source technologies. For example, Wang and Wang [2001]
list technical requirements (availability of technical support, future upgradability,
open-standard compatibility, customizability, extensibility, and reliability) and
management requirements (budgetary, development team expertise, licensing,
project scope, and long-term maintainability). Their paper then assesses a wide
range of operating systems, application environment, development library, and
application open source products in terms of these criteria. The issues listed in
papers of this nature almost never overlap with constructs developed by the
diffusion literature (e.g. Rogers) such as trialability.
Extending Diffusion Theory to Additional Areas within Open Source Research

Using Rogers' [1995] typology of diffusion research, a framework for future research in open source can be developed. Organizations are not uniform in their adoption of open source artifacts. Whereas some organizations have been extremely proactive in employing open source artifacts, others have not developed policies and procedures for doing so in the future. Further studies of the specific aspects of these organizations that predispose them toward leading or lagging the adoption curve would enrich general understanding of influences on adoption of complex socio-technical systems. Also, research into the impact of features and complexity of specific open source software applications on the ultimate consequences of implementing the software in various contexts would benefit researchers and practitioners attempting to understand the necessary preconditions for successful adoption of open source software. Other research in open source (e.g., development models, social networks, and motivation of participants) will inform research on the diffusion and adoption across social contexts. It is particularly appealing to consider Fichman's (2004) call for alternative approaches to diffusion theory (in contrast to the classical approach) coupled with the domain of open source development. Some of the alternatives suggested, including social contagion and management fashion, would be of particular appeal as approaches to investigate the shift from proprietary to open source software use.

GAME THEORY

Game theory refers to a loose collection of single-person (vs. environment), two-person, and multi-player/group strategic games that are used primarily to model decision behavior. Game theory deals with strategic games, which are distinct from games of pure chance (e.g., gambling) and those of pure skill (e.g., 100-meter dash), however the games often involve some degree of both chance and skill in addition to pure strategy [Dixit & Skeath, 2004]. Game theory also operates under a number of assumptions, including the existence of a
measurable payoff for the winner, players operating under the norms of rationality, a common knowledge of the rules of the game, and the existence of an equilibrium towards which the game will naturally progress given the prior assumptions (Dixit & Skeath, 2004). The games are broadly categorized as allowing for sequential or simultaneous moves, or actions. In other words, players either know the other player's action prior to acting (e.g., chess) or both players must anticipate the other player's actions prior to deciding on an immediate strategy (e.g., American football). Games become increasingly complex with the addition of multiple players, the introduction of dynamic or evolving rules and payoffs across multiple rounds of play, and the existence of incomplete or asymmetric information.

Table 6 shows the role of game theory in MIS and open source.

Table 6. Game Theory in MIS and Open Source

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>What Research Questions are Addressed by these Theories in Previous MIS Research?</th>
<th>Examples of Use in MIS Research</th>
<th>What Research Questions for OS Research are we Suggesting?</th>
<th>Example of OS Research</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>What are the essential characteristics of relationships between actors in the IT marketplace?</td>
<td>Elitzur, R., &amp; Wensley, A., 1997</td>
<td>What are the essential characteristics of individual designers working in the open source domain (and in contrast to those in the proprietary domain)?</td>
<td>Johnson, 2002</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Orlikowski, W. J., 2002</td>
<td></td>
<td>O'Mahony, 2003</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Stenborg, 2004</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Bitzer and Schroder, 2005</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Application of Game Theory in MIS Research

Game theory was used in MIS research to model strategies for information technology outsourcing (Elitzur & Wensley, 1997). Their approach synthesizes the nature of actions taken by each side in an outsourcing relationship by modeling the essential characteristics of the transactions as a kind of game. Such an approach can be used not only to characterize the essence of the relationship between say a vendor and customer, but also to assess specific...
details of their arrangements such as fee structures, risk sharing, relationship building, and renegotiation. A different application in MIS research was modeling strategies for entry into the information technology and telecommunication marketplace (Nault and Vandenbosch, 2000). This approach considers the incentives and risks for new companies to enter into particular product markets, and for companies to invest in innovative technologies that may replace their own successful offerings. Such an approach is used to consider the relationships between competitors absorbing market forces.

**Game Theory in Open Source Research**

The type of game most commonly studied in connection with open-source software development is the *collective action* game. Collective action [Olsen, 1971] examines the dilemma of producing pure public goods, or goods that are produced for the nonexclusive (i.e., available to all without exception) and non-rival (i.e., one person’s use doesn’t diminish its value to others) use of the public at large. Ideally, all who benefit from public good use would also be involved in creating and maintaining them; however, in reality such goods are most often produced by a few with the remainder of users, known as *free riders*, benefiting without cost.

Traditional open source software development fits the collective action model quite well. Developers produce a software product that is subsequently made available for public use that is both nonexclusive and non-rival. Numerous researchers used this lens to analyze open source development. For example:

- Johnson [2002] creates an economic model to describe open source software development that is based entirely on the collective action model.
- Von Hippel and von Krogh [2003] posit that open source development is not a true collective action dilemma, but rather that it should be seen as a "private-collective" from which developers gain certain private returns from their contribution to the projects.
• O’Mahony [2003] argues that while open source developers allow free use of their products, they maintain a number of private rights to the software by leveraging one of several licensing options.

Stenborg [2004] and Bitzer and Schroder [2005] both incorporate a second game, a *War of Attrition*, to help explain how the dilemma of collective action is overcome in the domain of open source.

Nault and Vandenbosch [2000] could potentially be applied to relationships between different types of open source creation communities, firms selling or buying open source services, and choices of individual designers and community leaders about incentives and responses for starting and continuing work on open source projects.

**Extending Game Theory to Open Source**

While many papers already apply game theory to open source, other aspects of the open source phenomenon have yet to be analyzed using this lens. First is the effect that organizations are having on the "publicness" of open source software. As profit-generating firms seek to generate revenue from open source software, payoff structures change significantly. Developers of many modern open source projects (e.g., Apple's Darwin and Sun's Open Office) must forfeit their rights to their contributions to the commercial owners of these projects. Firms such as JBoss, Inc. do not require forfeiture of rights, but, by nature of their market position, are de facto primary sources of paid support services for their product suite. In these cases, while the software remains open, much of the profit potential (payoff structure) for these projects becomes both exclusive and rival. Are developers' motivations towards development of such impure public goods different than those seen in the development of pure public goods? General collective action research provides for the study of impure public goods, and should be further incorporated into the current research base on open source.

Further, to date the use of game theory in open source focused heavily on developer motivations. However, numerous other skills are involved in this marketplace. In addition to the corporations participating directly in the open...
source community, traditional software providers are affected directly by open source competition. Their actions and reactions to this form of competition, as well as an eventual market equilibrium, should also be able to be modeled using one or more dynamic and evolutionary games. Open-source is a significant challenge to traditional economics in the software industry, and game theory should help provide useful insight into the dynamics of this industry over the next few years.

Finally, the Nault and Vandenbosch [2000] approach described earlier in this subsection could potentially be applied to relationships between different types of open source creation communities, firms selling or buying open source services, and choices of individual designers and community leaders about incentives and responses for starting and continuing work on open source projects.

SOCIAL NETWORK THEORIES

The social capital construct is defined in a number of ways that are consistent with one another. One of the original definitions of social capital describes the network of strong, interpersonal ties that provide a basis for trust, cooperation, and collective action [Jacobs, 1965]. Social capital is a resource derived from the interactions of members of an organization. It consists of the close, personal ties that members in an organization possess. It is both a resource that individuals within an organization possess and a valuable resource to the organization. Social capital refers to networks, norms, trust, and mutual understanding among members of an organization that enables these members to act together more effectively to pursue shared objectives. Many of the conceptualizations of social capital are applicable to the open source movement, and some have been used in open source research.

For example, one conceptualization of social capital includes three dimensions: structural, cognitive, and relational dimensions [Nahapiet and Ghoshal, 1998]. Another definition argues that social capital is comprised of the three elements of opportunity, motivation, and ability [Adler, 2001]. In the open source literature,
some exploration uses these theories as foundations [Wang, 2005]. However, these theories must be pushed to their limits to understand the open source community.

Nahapiet and Ghoshal [1988] conceptualized the structural dimension as composed of network ties, network configuration, and appropriable organization. Network ties include the interaction or networking part of social capital. The network ties or the relationships that the actor possesses together with the location of these relationships in the social structure of the organization are represented by structural capital. A rich literature describes social networks in organizations [Burt, 1997; Gabbay and Zuckerman, 1998; Burt, 2000; Inkpen and Tsang, 2005]. Network ties, network configuration, and the impact of networks are most commonly studied in the MIS field.

**Application of Social Network Theory in MIS Research**

Social capital was studied in virtual communities by Wasko and Fara (2005). Their assessment of structural, cognitive, and relational capital in the context of knowledge contribution to a national legal professional association provides a starting point for addressing social capital issues in MIS research.

**Social Network Theory in Open Source Research**

Existing studies explored networks in open source communities:

- Madey et al. [2002] examine collaborative networks in terms of clusters of networks and perhaps a power-law relationship.

- Ghosh [2003] looks at source code authorship and dependencies between projects. Both Lopez et al. [2004] and Gonzalez-Barahona et al. [2004] build on those articles and study network characterization beyond the distance between the actors, into the strength of the relationship [López et al., 2004] and how the nodes interact to form groups [González-Barahona, et al., 2004].
Further, conceptualizations of the importance of networks and their impacts on organizations, in terms of network holes are discussed in Burt [1997 and 2000]. Boundary spanners may give insight into the open source community.

An important first step toward understanding a more complete view of network social capital and social structure in open source communities was taken by Crowston and Howison [2005] who investigate open source communities during the bug-fixing process. Their findings suggest that open source projects are not consistent in their social structure of communications. Although not theory driven, Krishnamurthy [2002] observed similar findings of diversity and largely individual efforts in creating code. It would be of interest to determine the characteristics of the network dimension of social capital that are generalizable across open source projects.

Research in open source also examines network governance [Jones et al., 1997] in works that explore project success [Sagers, 2004]. These insights are important in the open source community because of the gift culture [Bergquist and Ljungberg, 2001] discussed previously.

However, a common limitation to most of these open source studies is that they focus on the structural dimension of social capital but do not incorporate other dimensions. Broader studies of social capital and its effects in open source communities are needed. The cognitive and relational aspects of social capital, when fully integrated into the network understanding of structural capital of open source communities should better predict success of open source projects.

Table 7 shows the role of social network theory in MIS and open source.

**Extending Social Network Theory to Open Source**

Social capital is a multi-level construct that can be analyzed at several different levels. The micro-macro conceptualization recognizes that social capital is an individual level attribute generating outcomes at the organizational and group as well as individual levels, and thus functions as a multi-level concept [Fukuyama, 1995; Oh, et al., 2004]. Social capital benefits the individual who possess it and
also, at the group level, benefits the group or community [Kostova and Roth, 2003]. In terms of understanding the open source community, individuals are motivated by both individual level and by project-based outcomes. Social capital theory should help us understand these motivations. Beyond just the structural component of social capital [Nahapiet and Ghoshal, 1988], the open source domain can be expanded by exploring the relational and cognitive components of social capital.

Table 7. Social Network Theory in MIS and Open Source

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>What research questions are addressed by these theories in previous MIS research?</th>
<th>Examples of use in MIS research</th>
<th>What research questions for OS research are we suggesting?</th>
<th>Example of OS research</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Why do people voluntarily contribute to knowledge and help others through electronic networks? How do individual motivations and social capital foster knowledge contribution?</td>
<td>Wasko and Faraj, 2005</td>
<td>How is Social Capital in Open Source communities different from social capital in other virtual communities or from social capital within traditional organizations? How do venture capital firms' networks affect the open source organizations in which they invest?</td>
<td>Crowston and Howiston, 2005</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>What are the implications of using IT to interfirm relations?</td>
<td>Schultze and Orlikowski, 2004</td>
<td></td>
<td>Madey, Freeh, and Tynan, 2002</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**TRANSACTION COST THEORY**

Transaction cost economics (TCE) is used in organization theory, marketing, and information systems, among others, to understand, select, and design the governance structures regulating economic transactions between partners. TCE focuses on the most efficient governance structure for a specific transaction. TCE is applied in organizational research to answer questions about the boundaries and existence of firms. TCE focuses on transactions as the basic unit of economic activity and stresses that costs occur when undertaking a transaction [Williamson, 1981]. Transaction costs include contractual ex ante
costs (such as those related to searching, information gathering, bargaining, and negotiation) and ex post costs (such as those related to monitoring and contract enforcement) [Coase, 1960; Rindfleisch and Heide, 1997].

The TCE framework builds on the two basic human assumptions of bounded rationality and opportunism that influence transaction costs. Since not all information is available and people may behave opportunistically, costs occur because contracts cannot be completely ex ante determined, and safeguarding mechanisms against opportunism need to be implemented [Williamson, 1981]. Since it is assumed that efficiency is the basic criterion for designing transactions, an organization will economize on the sum of the production expenses (i.e., the costs for organizing a transaction within a firm such as administrative and coordination costs) and transaction costs by choosing the governance structure that is able to minimize those costs [Williamson, 1981]. Depending on transaction characteristics (i.e., asset specificity, uncertainty, and frequencies), different governance structures can be expected to lead to higher or lower transaction and production costs. The goal is to align the governance structure to the attributes of a transaction [Williamson, 1981]. Originally, only two distinct governance structures, markets and hierarchies, were included in the TCE analysis. Since then, the framework was extended to include other mixed governance structures such as franchising [Coase, 1937; Williamson, 1981].

Table 8 shows the role of transaction cost economics in MIS and open source.

**Application of Transaction Cost Theory in MIS Research**

In information systems, TCE is used as a theory base to explain and predict appropriate governance structures for outsourcing decisions [Riordan and Williamson, 1985; Aubert, Rivard et al., 1996; Ngwenyama and Bryson, 1999; Wang and Wang, 2001; Aubert, Rivard et al., 2004; Carmel and Nicholson, 2005]. TCE is also used to examine the relationships among collaborators and the use of technology in managing supply chain interactions [Subramani, 2004].
Table 8. Transaction Cost Economics in MIS and Open Source.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>What Research Questions are Addressed by these Theories in Previous MIS Research?</th>
<th>Examples of Use in MIS Research</th>
<th>What Research Questions for OS Research are we Suggesting?</th>
<th>Example of OS Research</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>What sort of governance structures are used in managing relationships between outsourcing and service providing companies?</td>
<td>Carmel &amp; Nicholson, 2005 Subramani, 2004</td>
<td>How does the organization of software development work fit into transaction cost models? How are the transactions costs for users of open source software different from those of users of proprietary software or users of both?</td>
<td>Kauffman, &amp; Mohtadi, 2004</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Transaction Cost Theory in Open Source

The open source literature argues that virtual communities producing public goods (such as open source communities) are becoming a viable and competing form of organizational governance alongside hierarchies and markets [Benkler, 2002; Demil and Lecocq, 2003; Glaeser, 2003; Watson et al., 2005]. Table 9 shows dimensions along which an open source community can be distinguished from markets and hierarchies.

Table 9. of Governance Structure Comparison

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Contract law regime:</th>
<th>Hierarchies</th>
<th>Markets</th>
<th>Communities</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Definition of task is:</td>
<td>Employment contract</td>
<td>Classical contract</td>
<td>Open license</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Primary adjustment of actions by:</td>
<td>Formal rules</td>
<td>Price</td>
<td>Common subject matter of work (i.e. product)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Membership determined by:</td>
<td>Formal rules</td>
<td>Exchange offer</td>
<td>Perception of being a member</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nature of incentives:</td>
<td>Career advancement, status concerns</td>
<td>Competition</td>
<td>Reputational concerns, signaling</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Intensity of Incentives:</td>
<td>Low</td>
<td>High</td>
<td>Low</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Control:</td>
<td>High</td>
<td>Low</td>
<td>Low</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Sources: [Demil and Lecocq, 2003; Glaeser, 2003; Watson et al., 2005]

A key characteristic of communities is that transaction exchanges are not coordinated either by formal rules (hierarchies) or price (markets), but are coordinated in a decentralized manner by each developer acting autonomously according to his interest and common subject matter of work [Glaeser, 2003].

Eric Raymond, a founder of the open source movement, compares communities to a bazaar where software development appears to be a chaotic process like a “babbling bazaar of differing agendas and approaches” that is distinct from hierarchies, which he compares to “cathedrals, carefully crafted by individual wizards” [Raymond, 1998].

Extending Transaction Cost Theory to Open Source

Research on open source through a TCE lens is still in its infancy, especially empirical research. Some of the research opportunities in this area include:

- Under what conditions are open source communities a superior mode to coordinate economic transactions compared to alternative governance structures? Glaeser [2003] for example argues that communities are the most efficient governance mode under conditions of extreme uncertainty. Greiner et al. [2005] apply the TCE framework to assess make-or-buy decisions of software among the alternative governance structures (communities, markets, and hierarchies) depending on asset specificity.

- What are the main characteristics of a community making it a potentially superior form of governance structure? Demil et al. [2003], for example, proposes that communities potentially reduce transaction costs because of (among other things) reduced information gathering and negotiation costs.

- What mechanisms, such as quality insurance mechanisms, can an open source community implement to ensure that the potential advantages over markets and hierarchies last?
- How can TCE be used to explain the development of different business models in open source such as professional open source?

III. CONCLUSION

THE TWO PAPERS

The relatively small number of papers in our literature on open source demonstrates that the MIS implications of open source software are insufficiently studied. This paper and its companion [Niederman et al., 2006] provide a research agenda to jump start the work needed.

The first paper [Niederman et al., 2006], subtitled “A Multi-Level Framework”, presents a multi-level research model that describes five discrete levels of analysis: (1) the artifact; (2) the individual; (3) the team, project, and community; (4) the organization; and (5) society. Specific issues within each of these five levels can be studied individually. As the research evidence accumulates it will be possible to address issues at several levels of analysis simultaneously. By viewing the field this way, individual studies can be compared, and their findings collected to broaden the overall understanding even if their areas of focus overlap only partially.

This second paper, subtitled “View Through the Lens of Referent Theories” presents seven intuitively appealing theories already familiar to IS researchers that we show can be applied to open source. These theories, from reference disciplines, discussed in alphabetical order, are (1) adaptive structuration theory, (2) agency theory, (3) complexity theory, (4) diffusion theory, (5) game theory, (6) social network theory, and (7) transaction cost theory. We discuss each theory, its previous use in MIS studies, and present examples of the way it can be applied to study open source issues. We, therefore, believe that this paper will be of use to colleagues who seek to study open source.
NEW THEORY BASES

Note that the use of referent discipline theory does not in any way preclude the development or discovery of new theory that pertains only to open source phenomena or that may generalize from open source to other realms. Although we did not find new open source theory in the existing literature, new theory may well be generated. Such new theory would inevitably also suggest new ways of viewing technical and socio-technical systems in general.

ANTICIPATED IMPLEMENTATION DIFFICULTIES

We recognize that developing a fully realized body of open source research presents significant difficulties. These include:

- The richness of the open source environment may be difficult to capture. However, some issues may be amenable to experimentation (e.g., interface ease of use, preferences among license types), case study (e.g., for a specific development or the decision process for accepting/rejecting a piece of software) or action research.

- The range of development settings and circumstances for open source make findings difficult to generalize.

- With open source continual evolving, widely used techniques such as interviewing and observation used in qualitative studies may be difficult to apply.

- The on-line presence of developers potentially drifting in and out of projects may be difficult to capture with research-oriented precision.

- Case study and qualitative approaches always present difficulties in negotiating with site hosts, gathering and analyzing data, and hoping that discernable patterns will be observed.

We anticipate that future research will profit from a broad mix of research methods.
INITIAL RESEARCH RECOMMENDATION

As organizations increasingly adopt open source, we recommend that research initially focus on organizations as users of open source artifacts. Such research would center on the issues such organizations face entering into the open source world:

- integrating open source into their portfolio;
- deciding on levels of open source community participation;
- assessing the economic, organizational, and technical impacts of open source on operations and strategic business practices.

LIMITATIONS

This paper discusses seven theories and their application to studying open source. These theories are among the most popular used in MIS studies. However, they are not the only theories that can be used in open source research. For descriptions of other MIS theories, go to http://www.istheory.yorku.ca/

The same limitations that were discussed in the companion paper apply here. As stated in Niederman et al. [2006], these limitations are:

“The method used for developing this paper is based on the discussions and thinking primarily among the authors and colleagues. In the end we focused on the presentation of a multi-level view of the open source domain. Although a wide range and large number of open source related papers were identified and reviewed, there can be no guarantee that coverage across the range of studies is comprehensive. We focused our attention on the content of findings in the various studies considered rather than on details of their methodology”.
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